Are you an analytical problem solver? Full time and Internship Opportunities Available!

Urban Science is seeking students majoring in:

- Mathematics
- Statistics
- Computer Science
- Information Technology
- Management Information Systems
- Industrial & Operations Engineering
- Computer Engineering
- …or related fields

Associate and Internship Opportunities

Local Account Management
- Directly service local clients in each office. These teams analyze data and leverage technical and consulting skills to independently execute high quality solutions.
  - Computer Science or Engineering, Industrial and Operations Engineering, Math, Statistics, Management Information Systems, or related fields

Analytical Services
- Employees in analytical services conduct local and national market studies to determine optimal dealer network performance and assess dealer operating performance. Using proprietary software and processes, they analyze data and identify alternative solutions to problems.
  - Computer Science, Industrial and Operations Engineering, Math, Statistics, Management or Geographic Information Systems, or related fields.

Information Technology Application Development
- Working with a team, Urban Science software developers and quality assurance professionals are responsible for software design and implementation, which includes developing and testing features within existing software applications and providing support for future applications.
  - Computer Science or related field

Information Technology Operations
- Our IT operations specialists work in a fast-paced environment supporting local and region-area networks. They are responsible for troubleshooting, setting up new users, monitoring server activity, providing technical support and recommendations, and assisting in the rollouts of technologies on a global scale.
  - Computer Science or Engineering, Industrial and Operations Engineering, Math, Management Information Systems, or related fields.

WHAT’S NEXT? Submit your resume to Urban Science through your Career Development Office by Friday, 2/27.
Urban Science will be hosting interview days on March 6 and March 13.
You will be notified if you have been invited to interview.

ABOUT URBAN SCIENCE

Urban Science is a business-solutions company focused on supporting the needs of the sales and marketing function of the automotive industry. The company leverages a scientific methodology to help client partners sell more vehicles, improve profitability and increase customer loyalty by solving the toughest challenges including planning an optimal dealership network, improving individual dealer performance, and efficiently converting sales leads into sales. In short, they guide business through science – and have been doing this since 1977. Today, Urban Science has a team of more than 850 employees throughout 19 global offices.

LEARN MORE AT www.urbanscience.com/careers